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 release final on this page, no need for k1l How can I get a "new" docker image for ubuntu 16.04.3? I want to compare the
Dockerfile for the upstream Ubuntu 16.04 LTS with the dockerfile for the one from the Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS There doesn't
appear to be an appropriate resource for this E.g. in my case I'm thinking the docker file may differ in some obvious way ^
that's the Dockerfile I want to compare rory: You can get the upstream Dockerfile and build your own. This can give you an
idea of what has changed and help you decide if you want to upgrade to a new version. We have an update-manager package
that lets you upgrade to new ubuntu releases that has a new version number. I think it's based on the debian packages I've got

one of those lying around, it should have the new dockerfile I think it's on lwn.net though, can't remember I found this one that
seems to be similar Basically I want to know if there's an ubuntu 16.04.4 release, which would contain a new version of the

upstream dockerfile or if there's a delta I should review to get a feel for what's new its kind of obvious. they just renamed 18.04
to 20.04 DirtyCajun: it's possible that there's a new upstream dockerfile available for 16.04.4 but I didn't find it if you google

search the url of the package it shows the 18.04 and 20.04 versions but then you can search what packages are installed that have
the same versions 82157476af
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